
In this note we review the performance of Fusion Model Portfolios (MPS), both Optima and Active
ranges, after the unprecedented market moves during the first quarter of 2020, comparing it
against selected benchmarks and wider industry offerings.

For both, 3 year and 5 year time horizons, Fusion portfolios consistently outperformed the
benchmarks as well as most of the multi-asset funds from other providers on Sharpe Ratio, Return
and the Maximum Drawdown levels across all risk levels. All portfolios are within the top 10% of
the funds across all risk level groups by Sharpe ratio, with Medium risk portfolios being right at the
top of the list.

The consistency of these results across all risk levels illustrates the success of Fusion’s investment
approach to mitigating portfolio losses in times of severe market stress.

Benchmarking to the industry

We rank Fusion portfolios against a comprehensive set of 280 UK multi-asset funds with a minimum
of £100mln of assets and 5 years of history. This data set has been split into five risk groups
arranged by their 5y realised volatility levels in stable market conditions. The volatility ranges for
each of the risk groups are chosen to be around the corresponding volatility level of the benchmark
representing the group.

Since the current market re-pricing has wiped off several years of portfolio returns, we consider
both the 3 year and the 5-year horizons for the ranking results.

All of the comparisons are performed up to the 20th of April 2020, the date of the most recent
rebalance of the Fusion portfolios.
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Portfolio name Risk Group
Rank

(3 years)
Rank

(5 years)
Total funds in the 

group

Fusion Active 1 Low 3 3 27

Fusion Active 2 Medium Low 2 1 42

Fusion Active 3 Medium 1 1 42

Fusion Active 4 Medium High 1 1 57

Fusion Active 5 High 2 2 57

Fusion Defensive Low 2 4 27

Fusion Cautious Medium Low 3 4 42

Fusion Balanced Medium 2 2 42

Fusion Growth Medium High 3 2 57

Fusion Generation High 3 3 57

Table 1: Relative ranking by Sharpe ratio within respective peer groups
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Comparison graphs

The graphs below show the relative positions of Fusion portfolios compared to a number of
multi-asset funds from a range of the biggest providers within the same risk category. We
have ordered the funds on the graphs in accordance with their Sharpe ratios, with the
highest Sharpe ratio funds on the right-hand side of the graph. The graphs also show the
returns figures and the maximum drawdowns for the same period.

Given a large number of funds in our analysis, we had to reduce the data set when showing
performance comparison on the graphs. For our illustration we picked a sub-set of funds
from some of the largest providers, used by advisers who also place funds with Fusion MPS.

The following graphs are displaying a 5-year horizon.

Graph 1: Low Risk Funds
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Graph 2: Low - Medium Risk Funds

Graph 3: Medium Risk Funds
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Graph 4: Medium – High Risk Funds

Graph 5: High Risk Funds
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Notes
All the calculations are inclusive of investment management charges.

Please be aware that reported performance of mutual fund portfolios on day-to-day basis can be
misleading as not all funds report prices, especially during market disruptive events, and often
underestimate the actual losses. In comparison, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) portfolios are accurately
priced intraday.

For professional advisers only.
The information provided in this document has been drafted by Fusion Asset Management LLP (“FAM”) and is intended as
general information and is not oriented to your personal situation. The information may therefore not expressly be regarded as
a recommendation or as a proposal or offer to (1) buy or trade financial instruments and/or (2) procure investment services nor
as investment advice. Decisions made on the basis of the information in this document are your own responsibility and at your
own risk.

FAM does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering
investments and strategies suggested by FAM.

The contents of this document are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable. However, save to the extent
required by applicable law or regulations, no guarantee, warranty or representation (express or implied) is given as to its
accuracy or completeness and FAM, its directors, officers and employees do not accept any liability or responsibility in respect of
the information or any recommendations expressed herein, which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. The material
in this document is for information purposes only and should not be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, investment
or other professional advice in any way. The services, securities, investments and funds described may not be available to or
suitable for your clients. For your security, communications may be recorded.

Neither FAM nor any of its agents or subcontractors shall be liable for any damages (including lost profits) arising in any way
from the information provided in this document or for the use thereof.

FAM, or the relevant owner, retains all rights (including copyright, trademarks, patents and any other intellectual property right)
in relation to all the information provided in this document (including all texts, graphic material and logos). The information in
this document may not be copied or published, distributed or reproduced in any form without the prior written consent of FAM
or the appropriate consent of the owner. The information in this document may be printed for your personal use.

The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including
the United States. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen
or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject FAM to any registration or licensing
requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document
may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. FAM cannot be held responsible for any
damages or losses that occur from transactions and/or services in defiance with the restrictions aforementioned.

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss
of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may not recover the amount originally
invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short
periods of time.

FAM cannot guarantee that it will achieve the objectives set out for the portfolios. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and an investor may not get back
the amount originally invested and investments may be affected by fluctuations in exchange rates. The levels and basis of tax
assumptions may change. You should obtain professional advice on taxation where appropriate before proceeding with any
investment.
This document may not be distributed in Canada, Japan, the United States of America, or to any U.S. person.

This brochure is an independent publication and is not affiliated with, nor has it been authorized, sponsored or otherwise
approved by FIL Limited.
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